Can dissipationless N-body simulations be used to reliably determine the structural and substructure properties of dark matter halos? A large simulation of a galaxy cluster is used to increase the force and mass resolution of current "high resolution simulations" by almost an order of magnitude to examine the convergence of the important physical quantities. The cluster contains ∼ 5 million particles within the final virial radius, R vir , and is simulated using a force resolution of 0.5 h −1 kpc (≡ 0.05% of R vir ). The central density profile has a logarithmic slope of -1.5, identical to lower resolution studies of the same halo, indicating that the profiles measured from simulations of this resolution have converged to the "physical" limit down to scales of a few kpc (∼ 0.2% of R vir ). Also the abundance and properties of substructure are consistent with those derived from lower resolution runs, yielding abundance power laws in mass (slope ∼ −2) and circular velocity (slope ∼ −4). At the current resolution, overmerging -a numerical effect that leads to structureless virialized halos in low-resolution N -body simulations -seems to be globally unimportant for substructure halos with circular velocities v circ > 100 km s −1 (∼ 10% of the cluster's v circ ). We can identify subhalos orbiting in the very central region of the cluster (R ∼ < 50 h −1 kpc) and we can trace most of the cluster progenitors from high redshift to the present. The object at the cluster center (the dark matter analog of a cD galaxy) is assembled between z = 3 and z = 1 from the merging of a dozen halos with v circ ∼ > 300 km s −1 . Tidal stripping and halo-halo collisions decrease the mean circular velocity of the substructure halos by ≈ 20% over a 5 billion year period. We use the sample of 2000 substructure halos to explore the possibility of biases using galactic tracers in clusters: the velocity dispersions of the halos globally agree with the dark matter within ∼ < 10%, but the halos are spatially antibiased, and in the very central region of the cluster (R/R vir < 0.3), they show positive velocity bias (b v ≡ σ v3D,halos /σ v3D,DM ≃ 1.2-1.3); however, this effect appears to depend on numerical resolution.
Introduction
In hierachical cosmological scenarios galaxies and clusters form in virialized dark matter dominated halos that are assembled via merging and accretion of smaller structures (White & Tormen 1997 Tormen , 1998 . Until recently, to what extent the subhalos survive within the potential well of the larger system has been largely uncertain, because cosmological N -body simulations were not able to resolve more than a handful of substructure halos (e.g. Carlberg 1994 , Summers, Davis & Evrard 1995 . Infalling subhalos are heated by tidal forces generated by the global potential and by mutual encounters and lose rapidly a large fraction of their masses; this is a 1 physical effect but is greatly enhanced by limited numerical resolution. The finite resolution sets an upper limit to the potential depth of halos -large force softening or low numbers of particles per halo conspire to produce soft, diffuse substructure halos that are easily disrupted (Moore, Katz & Lake 1996) and lead to structureless virialised halos. This is the classic overmerging problem (White et al 1987) .
Gas physics is not a solution; it is necessary to accurately reproduce the dynamics of the (dominant) dark matter component. It is now clear that mass and force resolution of the simulations are the key parameters for overcoming the overmerging problem (Moore, Katz & Lake 1996 , Brainerd, Goldberg & Villumsen 1998 , Ghigna et al 1998 , Tormen, Diaferio & Syers 1998 , Klypin, Gottlöber, Kravtsov & Kokhlov 1999a , Okamoto & Habe 1999 . Increased resolution leads to substructure halos (subhalos hereafter) with higher central densities, enabling them to survive. Halos extracted from large cosmological simulations and re-simulated (see next section) with ∼ 10 6 particles and force resolution ∼ < 0.01% of the virial radius yield a wealth of substructure allowing a comparison between the mass and light distributions within clusters and galaxies (Ghigna et al 1998, hereafter G98; Okamoto & Habe 1999 , Moore et al 1999a . Tormen, Diaferio & Syers (1998) have addressed the same issue using a sample of clusters simulated at lower resolution. High-resolution simulations of moderately large cosmological volumes that retain significant amounts of substructure within virialized halos have also become recently feasible (Klypin et al 1999a, hereafter KGKK; Klypin, Kravtsov, Valenzuela & Prada 1999b; Colín, Klypin, Kravtsov & Khokhlov 1999; ; see also Kauffman et al 1998a , 1998b . These latter approaches have the advantage of providing relatively large samples of dark matter halos representing clusters, groups or galaxies, but cannot detect systematic biases introduced by the limited resolution. The central density profile of halos is also affected by numerical resolution. In order to compare the predictions of hierarchical models with observational data on the mass, light and X-ray profiles of clusters (e.g. Carlberg et al 1996 , Carlberg, Yee & Ellingson 1997 , AbdelSalam, Saha & Williams 1998 , Adami, Mazure, Katgert & Biviano 1998 , Allen 1998 , Markevitch, Vikhlin, Forman & Sarazin 1999 , galaxy rotation curves (e.g. Moore 1994 , Flores & Primack 1994 , Moore et al 1999b , giant arc properties in gravitationally lensing clusters (e.g. Kneib et al 1996; also, Williams, Navarro & Bartelmann 1999) or constraints on processes directly related to the nature of the dark matter, such as particle-particle annihilation rates (Calcaneo-Roldan & Moore, in preparation) , it is important to resolve the central structure of dark matter halos. Using N -body simulations with 10 4 −10 5 particles per halo for the CDM models and its popular variants, Navarro, Frenk & White (1996 , 1997 found that the profiles of isolated relaxed dark matter halos can be well described by a "universal" profile (NFW profile) from galactic to cluster scales; these results have been confirmed by other authors using simulations of comparable resolution -e.g Cole & Lacey 1996 , Tormen, Bouchet & White 1996 . However, improving the numerical resolution leads to profiles with central cusps significantly steeper than that of an NFW profile (ρ(r) ∝ r −1 for the latter); halos simulated with ∼ < 10 6 particles have profiles fit by the functional form ρ(r) ∝ [(r/r s ) 1.5 (1 + (r/r s ) 1.5 )] −1 (Moore et al 1999b) , which has a cusp ρ(r) ∝ r −1.5 as r → 0. Are these results converging towards the physical density profile of cold dark matter halos?
In this paper, we examine how much resolution per halo is required to make numerical effects negligible for various physical quantities and obtain robust results on the halo density profiles and the space, mass, velocity distribution of substructures. We perform one large (and expensive) simulation of a dark matter halo, taking the simulation originally analysed by Ghigna et al (1998; hereafter G98) and increasing the force and mass resolution by almost an order of magnitude.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In §2, we describe the N-body simulations and, in § 3, the method used to identify the substructure halos. In § 4, we consider the issue of the typical density profile of isolated and substructure halos. Section 5 is devoted to the statisitcal properties of the substructure, the effects of resolution, evolution and environment. We study the distribution of their internal velocities and masses, their spatial distribution and whether they trace the mass. The issue of velocity bias is addressed in § 6. In § 7, we examine the relation between the cluster progenitor halos at high redshift and the substructure halos at the present epoch, and the formation of the central "cD" halo. We summarise the results and conclude in § 8.
The N -body simulations
Our aim is to achieve very high spatial and mass resolution within the dark halo of a cluster drawn from a "fair volume" of a standard CDM universe. To achieve such resolution, we initially perform a simulation of a large volume (50 h −1 Mpc per side) of a CDM universe (normalised such that σ 8 = 0.7 and with the shape parameter Γ = 0.5 and H 0 = 50 km −1 Mpc −1 ). The size of this box is nearly ten times the turnaround radius allowing the tidal field and hence infall pattern to be modelled correctly. We choose a cluster that is virialised by a redshift z = 0 and use a technique of "volume renormalization" to obtain higher resolution within the region of interest (see G98 and references therein). Our goal is to simulate the formation of this cluster such that ∼ 10 7 particles lie within the turnaround radius at the final time. (Note that if we simulated the entire volume at this resolution we would need to use a total of 6 × 10 8 particles.) Beyond the turnaround region the mass resolution is decreased in a series of shells allowing us to reproduce the external tidal field correctly. The particle distribution is evolved using the high performance parallel treecode PKD-GRAV, using periodic boundaries and a variable timestep scheme based upon the local acceleration (Quinn et al 1997) . To maintain accurate forces, we use an opening angle of 0.7 and expand the cell moments to hexadecapole order. The code uses a spline softening length such that the force is completely Newtonian at twice our quoted softening lengths.
Here we consider two simulations of the cluster (the same object as in G98) with largely different resolutions, which we label LORES and HIRES. In the high resolution region of the box, the particle mass is 4.3 × 10 8 h −1 M ⊙ for LORES and 5.37×10 7 h −1 M ⊙ for HIRES; the softening is 1 and 0.5 h −1 kpc respectively. At the final epoch, the cluster has a radius R 200 = 1.0 h −1 Mpc (R 200 is the radius within which the average density is 200 times the cosmic density and it is a measure of the extent of the virialized region) and a mass within such radius M 200 = 2.15×10 14 h −1 M ⊙ . With these parameters, run HIRES has more than 4 million particles within R 200 , a factor of 8 of improvement with respect to LORES.
Halo substructure and its identification
The wealth of substructure that exists within the cluster is exemplified by Figure 1 . The panels show maps of the projected density distribution in a box of side 2R 200 for LORES (upper) and HIRES (lower panel). Each particle is plotted using a grey scale according to the logarithm of the local density (defined using an SPH smoothing kernel over 64 neighbouring particles using the code SMOOTH of Stadel & Quinn 1997, http ref: http://wwwhpcc.astro.washington.edu/tools). Only regions with density contrast δ > 30 are shown. The change of resolution from LORES to HIRES has a dramatic effect on the abundance of substructure: lower mass objects are resolved throughout the cluster and features appear in the very central region which was previously smooth.
The density maps are obtained at redshift z = 0.5, at which epoch more than 80% of the mass of the cluster is in place, yet it is not fully relaxed. In Figure 1 , we can see three dominant substructure clumps (center, north, south-west) . Similar features are observed in the light and X-ray distribution of observed high-redshift clusters (e.g. Abell 521; Maurogordato et al 1999) . By z = 0, the second largest clump merges with the central object, the dark counterpart of a cD galaxy. At z = 0.5, the cluster's radius and masses are 0.6 h −1 Mpc (physical units) and 1.7 × 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ . Identifying the substructure halos is a critical step (G98, KGKK). Here we use the group finding algorithm SKID, developed by Stadel et al (for a full description of the code see http://wwwhpcc.astro.washington.edu/tools).
SKID is a "Lagrangian" version of DENMAX (Gelb & Bertschinger 1994) , the densities being evaluated at each particle position using an SPH smoothing kernel rather than at the nodes of a grid. The particles are moved along the density gradients until each oscillates around a point. They are then linked using a friends-of-friends algorithm (FOF; Davis et al 1985) and the groups (halos) found are checked iteratively for self-boundness.
In G98 we have verified the efficiency of SKID and tested the robustness of its estimates of the halo structural parameters (see below) against alternative methods. The ability of SKID to single out particles bound to substructure from the diffuse particles bound solely to the entire cluster (smooth background particles) depends crucially on the linking length, l F OF , adopted for the FOF stage. If l F OF is too small a subhalo will be fragmented into smaller units whereas if it is too large then halos will be merged together. A value l F OF ≃ 1/3r peak , where r peak is the distance from the halo's center at which the circular velocity profile has its peak v peak (see, e.g., G98, section 3.3), is usually satisfactory. In our simulations, the subhalos have a large range of sizes and there is not a value for l F OF that is ideal for all of them at a time; moreover there are many instances of substructure halos that contain their own substructure -"halos within halos within halos". To account for the complete hierarchy of substructure present in the current simulation we run SKID with three values of l F OF = 1.5, 5 and 10 l sof t , and combine the outputs avoiding duplication. (SKID run with l = 10l sof t provides the first level of the "hierarchy" of halos; we then add the second level obtained with l = 5l sof t but discarding those halos that are separated from a firstlevel halo by a distance less than the latter's r peak ; and so forth for the third level. The completeness of the final halo catalog in several regions of the cluster was verified against the density concentrations visible in the 3D density map). However, it turns out that for the statistics of intermediateto-massive halos (e.g. those with circular velocities larger than ∼ 100 km s −1 ) a run of SKID with l F OF = 10l sof t is adequate (and fast).
We consider halos with a minimum number of member particles of 16 (corresponding to a mass of 8.6 · 10 8 h −1 M ⊙ in HIRES). In general, we use halos with more than 16 particles when they are employed as tracers, but we adopt a minimum number of 32 particles when their individual properties are relevant. The high resolution region analyzed is roughly the final turn-around radius, about twice the virial radius. Within this region, in HIRES, we identify over 2000 substructure ha- -The density profile of the cluster measured in three runs with increasing resolutions (from triangles to squares to circles). In the best run, the cluster contains over 4 million particles and the force resolution is 0.05% of the cluster's virial radius. The curves are an NFW profile (lower curve) and a fit with the profile of Moore et al (1999a) , which rises more steeply (∝ r −1.5 ) at the center than the NFW profile (∝ r −1 ). With increasing resolution, the cluster's profile continues to approach M99a's curve i.e. this appears to be the asymptotic profile in the limit of infinite resolution. The vertical bars mark the radii at which the measured profiles are no longer affected by finite numerical resolution. los. Within R 200 , there are ∼ 1200 halos at the final epoch and ∼ 1000 at z = 0.5. The innermost halo is at 45 h −1 kpc from the cluster's center although about ten halos lie within a projected distance of 45 h −1 kpc. We use the output of SKID to determine the halo structural parameters: radius r halo , mass M halo and "circular velocity" v circ (the latter is the peak value of the rotation curve v(r) = (M (r)/r) 1/2 , where M (r) is the halo mass within a distance r from its center). In § 4.1 of G98, we discussed the effects of numerical resolution on the completeness of subhalo samples. We modelled the substructure halos as isothermal spheres embedded in a larger isothermal potential -the cluster's halo -and used the standard formula for tidal stripping by the cluster's potential to estimate the limiting radii (tidal stripping is the main cause of subhalo disruption, once the cluster is in place). (Using NFW profiles to model the halos would not change our estimates significantly; see KGKK for a semi-analytical calculation using NFW profiles). Applying this simple model to the present simulation indicates that the halo samples obtained from LORES and HIRES should not be affected by major incompleteness for substructure halos with v circ ∼ > 100 and 60 km s −1 , respectively, assuming pericenters greater than 50 h −1 kpc. We take these values as quasi-completeness limits of the subhalo samples; they mark the values of v circ below which the samples become apparently incomplete. These estimates do not take into account halo disruption at redshifts z > 1, before the cluster is assembled. For instance, following the cluster's progenitors from high redshift to the present shows that the sample derived from HIRES may be ∼ 20% incomplete starting from v circ ∼ 100 km s −1 (see § 7).
The density profile of isolated halos
One of the most fundamental properties of dark matter halos is their global density profile. Nbody simulations have been extensively used to study the structure of cold dark matter halos, yielding a variety of important results (e.g. Quinn et al 1986 , Frenk et al 1988 , Dubinsky & Carlberg 1991 , Carlberg 1994 , Navarro, Frenk & White 1995 , Cole & Lacey 1996 , Tormen, Bouchet & White 1996 , Fukushige & Makino 1997 , Brainerd et al 1998 , G98, Tormen, Diaferio & Syer 1998 , Huss, Jain & Steinmetz 1999 , KGKK, Okamoto & Habe 1999 . Systematic studies of halos across a wide range of masses has revealed a remarkable one parameter scaling (NFW profile; Navarro, Frenk & White 1995 , 1997 , with a density profile of the form ρ(r) ∝ r −1 (1 + r/r s ) −2 , where ρ(r) is the spherically-averaged density at the distance r from the halo's center and r s a scale radius. The halos studied by NFW had ≈ 10 4 particles within their virial radii and were resolved to a scale of a few % of this region. Moore et al (1998 Moore et al ( , 1999b showed that increasing the resolution by about an order of magnitude produces steeper central cusps, ρ(r) ∝ r −1.5 . Is the current resolution sufficient to resolve the central density profile of CDM halos or will increasing the resolution make the cusp even steeper? Figure 2 shows the density profile of the cluster, measured in three runs with different resolutions -∼ 10 4 , 10 6 and 10 7 particles within the final virial radius. The lower solid curve shows the expected NFW curve for a halo of this mass in this cosmology. It provides a good fit to our lowest resolution simulation but underestimates the central density of the higher resolution runs. The upper solid curve shows the slightly modified profile proposed by Moore et al (1999; henceforth M99a) 
−1 , where r s is a scale radius. With increasing resolution, the cluster's profile appears to converge (asymptotically) to M99a's curve. The asymptotic profile is attained in the regions that have many particles and and beyond several softening lengths; as it is shown by the vertical bars, density profiles measured from an N -body simulation can be "trusted" only for scales ∼ > 6 times the force resolution of the simulation (provided force and mass resolution are well balanced; e.g. Moore, Katz & Lake 1996; Moore et al 1998).
With increasing resolution, the profiles of substructure halos become closer to those of isolated halos. Figure 3 compares the "typical" profile of subhalos with v circ ∼ 200 km s −1 in LORES and HIRES (obtained, for each run, averaging the profiles of three subhalos with R ∼ 0.5R 200 and v circ close to 200 km s −1 ) with the profile of a similar isolated halo, simulated with 10 6 particles. It is interesting to note that the typical subhalo profile is steeper in LORES than in HIRES. This confirms that caution is required when studying the properties of the profiles of substructure halos even in high-resolution simulations (G98; Avila-Reese et al 1999, Bullock et al 1999) .
5. The substructure of dark matter halos
Distribution of circular velocities
The "circular" velocities v circ of the subhalos are the quantities that can be most easily compared with observations (although the relation between v circ and the rotation curve or velocity dispersion of the visible component of a galaxy is not straightforward; e.g. Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) . Tidal truncation usually changes the mass of a halo by a large amount (often by ∼ 80-90%), however the peak circular velocity is a fairly stable quantity and can be regarded, to some extent, as a "label" that can identify a halo for several billion years within the cluster environment.
Major or total halo disruption is significant for those few massive halos (with v circ ∼ > 400 km s −1 ) that take part in the formation of the cluster and undergo similar-mass mergers during the early phases of the assemblage, at z ∼ 2 (see § 7); once the cluster is in place, the dynamical friction timescale is much larger than a Hubble time even for halos with mass ∼ 10 13 M ⊙ (for recent analyses on dynamical friction see van den Bosch et al 1999 and Colpi, Mayer & Governato 1999) . Most of the substructure halos with small to intermediate masses survive within the cluster. On average, their central masses (the mass within r peak ) do not change dramatically and v circ varies only as the cubed root of the mass. Over 5 billion years, v circ varies by ∼ 20% and mainly for halos that spend a large fraction of their orbital period in the inner region of the cluster (G98, KGKK; see also below). Furthermore, since mergers are very rare in clusters (G98, Okamoto & Habe 1999) , most halos conserve their identities. This fact is useful, for example, to compare the v circ distribution of a cluster's substructure halos with that of their progenitors predicted using the Press-Schechter (PS) approximation.
The differential velocity distribution function (VDF), defined as the number of halos per unit velocity interval per unit ( The errorbars represent (1-σ) Poisson errors on the counts. The curves agree well where we expect both runs to be close to completeness (roughly v circ > 100 km s −1 ). The fall off at the low velocity end is caused by finite numerical resolution. The inset shows the VDFs obtained considering only the halos within the cluster's virial radius at z = 0 (dashed) and z = 0.5 (dotted) and and measuring v circ in units of the cluster's "circular velocity" at the respective epoch. In both cases, there are no significant changes in the shape and amplitude of the VDF during the lifetime of the cluster. The two dotted curves in the main panel show the effect of changing environment inside and around the evolved cluster (z = 0); they are for inner subhalos (R/R 200 < 0.5; upper curve) and "peripheral" halos (1 < R/R 200 < 2.5; lower). Within and around the cluster the shape of the VDF is very similar. the curves obtained for HIRES (solid line) and LORES (dotted) at the final epoch (z = 0, upper panel) and for the young cluster (z = 0.5, lower panel). We have used all the halos contained within the virial radius, R 200 , at the two epochs, 0.975 and 0.6 h −1 Mpc respectively. The fall off at the low-velocity end are caused by incompleteness due to limited resolution, which dominates HIRES and LORES samples for v circ < 60 km s −1 and < 100 km s −1 , respectively. LORES's curve appears to be slightly affected by resolution up to v circ ∼ 150 km s −1 ; beyond that v circ , the results for the two runs agree well. In that range, the VDF at z = 0 is quite well approximated by a power-law with exponent −4, motivated by the PS approximation for field halos in this mass range (e.g. Gross et al 1998 , Tormen 1998 , Jenkins et al 1999 Klypin et al 1999b) .
In order to single out evolutionary effects, we compare directly the halo distributions for run HIRES at the two epochs in Figure 5 . In the main panel of the figure, we compare the VDFs measured for the halos within the same physical (or proper) volume, as determined by the virial radius of the cluster at z = 0. There is virtually no difference between the curves for the two redshifts (solid and dashed curves); the VDF is essentially "frozen" in time. We find the same result for the normalized VDFs, that is, the VDFs obtained considering only the subhalos within R200 at each respective epoch and measuring circular velocities and distances in units of the cluster's circular velocity and virial radius, also at the respective epoch; the comparison of the two curves is shown in the inset of the figure. (For these plots, we only show data for v circ greater than the quasicompleteness limit of HIRES.)
The amplitude of the VDF of the subhalos (those within 0.3-0.5R 200 ) decreases a little over time, corresponding to a decrement of v circ of about 20%. Tidal stripping removes particles orbiting at the outskirts of substructure halos but tidal heating of the halo cores, from tidal shocks near pericenter or from halo-halo encounters may also affect their concentrations and accelerate particles to the halo boundaries. A 20% decrement of v circ corresponds to a ∼ 50% decrement of the mass. This effect may be physical but can be enhanced by limited resolution. In fact, the LORES simulation exhibits excessive mass loss of the inner halos with medium-to-small masses if compared with HIRES (see next section). KGKK have examined the central mass loss of a model subhalo of v circ ∼ 200 km s −1 , orbiting in a rich cluster with pericenter ∼ 150 h −1 kpc, varying the mass and spatial resolution (see their § 2.4). The halo's central mass loss depends on the force softening used, if the latter exceeds a certain "optimal" value (∼ 1/30 of the halo's tidal radius at pericenter, for a Plummer softening; interestingly, the dependance on the particle mass is very weak); however, beyond the "optimal" resolution, the time evolution of the central mass appears to converge to a step function which drops by 20-30% at every passage at pericenter, yielding a mass loss of ∼ 50% over 5 billion years (the orbital period in their model is 2 Gyrs). In the HIRES simulation, the "optimal" resolution indicated by KGKK's test is met e.g. by subhalos of v circ ∼ 100 km s −1 at r peri ∼ 70 h −1 kpc and subhalos of v circ ∼ 200 km s −1 at r peri ∼ 50 h −1 kpc (we use the isothermal model approximation described in § 3 to obtain these estimates). The fractions of inner subhalos with v circ = 100 and 200 km s −1 and with estimated pericenters less than 70 h −1 kpc and 50 h −1 kpc respectively are ∼ 20% in both cases; therefore the decrease of the VDF from z = 0.5 to z = 0 may be affected by numerical resolution, but, since the corresponding mass loss is close to the value expected from KGKK's test, it is probably a physical effect. In any case, it sets an upper limit. (For comparison, in LORES, the "optimal" resolution for r peri ∼ 70 h −1 kpc is met only if v circ ∼ > 200 km s −1 ). The shape of the VDF does not depend significantly on the environment. This is also shown by Figure 5 , where we plot the VDF for the inner subhalos (R/R 200 < 0.5; upper dotted line) and those in the cluster's periphery (1 < R/R 200 < 2.5; lower dotted line). A power-law dN/dv circ ∝ v −4 circ is always a reasonable fit for v circ ∼ > 100 km s −1 .
Mass distribution function
Knowledge of the mass distribution function (MDF) is useful to estimate the disruptive power of halo-halo collisions in dense environments. For example, modelling this process is necessary to understand the origin of intracluster light and the morphological evolution of galaxies in clusters and groups ("galaxy harassment"; Moore et al 1996) . As for the VDF, at z = 0.5, the curves agree well where we expect both runs to be close to completeness (M ∼ > 5.6 · 10 10 h −1 M ⊙ ). At z = 0, the deficiency of LORES's MDF is due to numerically enhanced mass loss of medium to small mass halos in the central region (see Figure 7) . The mass and radii of substructure halos can also be probed directly using mass-reconstruction methods based on observations of arcs and arclets in clusters (Natarajan et al 1998) .
The MDF provides information independent of that derived from the VDF. The mass of a halo of given v circ depends on its orbital history, which determines the extent of tidal disruption that it has suffered. This strongly correlates with the smallest pericentric distance reached by a halo (G98) and, to a lesser degree, with the number of orbits completed (since a halo loses mass very quickly the first time it passes through pericenter and more slowly every time it completes an orbit; KGKK). However, since halos of different masses but with the same pericenter lose similar fractions of mass and the distribution of pericenters does not depend significantly on mass (G98), we still have roughly M halo ∝ v 3 circ , even for the subhalos. Figure 6 plots the MDF for the substructure halos (defined as the number of halos per unit logarithmic mass interval per unit physical volume). Results are shown for both runs at the two redshifts considered previously. At z = 0.5, the agreement between HIRES and LORES is good. The mass limit for which both runs are close to completeness (in the circular velocity distribution) is ∼ > 5.6·10 10 h −1 M ⊙ , the typical value for a halo with v circ = 100 km s −1 (see Figure 20 of G98). At z = 0, the MDF for the LORES cluster is ∼ 50% lower than for the HIRES simulations. This difference, as for the VDF, is caused by numerically enhanced mass loss near the cluster's center; it disappears if we exclude the halos in the central region, R/R 200 < 1/2, from the counts (Figure 7) . As discussed in the previous section, run HIRES is very likely not affected significantly by artificial mass loss for v circ ∼ > 100 km s −1 , i.e M ∼ > 6 · 10 10 h −1 M ⊙ . As for the VDF, also the MDF does not exhibit significant evolution in a physical volume during the lifetime of the cluster (Figure 8, main panel) . At both redshifts, the MDF is close to a powerlaw d n(M )/d M ∝ M −1.9 (in the figure, we plot dn/dLog 10 M ). The main panel of Figure 8 also shows the MDF for inner and outer halos (symbols as for Figure 5 ); all the curves are similar, with slopes varying between −0.8 and −0.9. The inset shows the normalized MDFs for the cluster subhalos at the two redshifts, obtained in a similar way as the normalized VDFs of Figure 5 in the Fig. 8 .-Main panel: the MDF at z = 0 for the cluster's halos (solid line, HIRES data) compared with that of the halos at z = 0.5 contained in the same physical volume (dashed line; the curves are shown only in the range where they are not significantly affected by resolution). The mass function is "frozen in time" and its shape does not depend much on the environment either, as it can be seen by considering only the inner subhalos (R/R 200 < 0.5; upper dotted curve, main panel) or those in the "periphery" (1 < R/R 200 < 2.5; lower dotted curve, main panel). The inset shows the normalized MDFs at the two redshifts, obtained in a similar way as the normalized VDFs of Figure 5 . Fig. 9 .-Fraction of cluster mass bound to subhalos with circular velocities exceeding a given value v circ , at z = 0.5 (upper panel) and z = 0 (lower), for HIRES (solid line) and LORES (dashed). We also set an upper limit of 400 km s −1 to exclude the most massive halos whose masses have a relatively large scatter; they contribute alone an additional ∼ 5%. The light dotted line is a fit to the z = 0.5 curves for v circ > 100 km s −1 (the flattening of the curves at the low-velocity end is due to the incompleteness of the samples). The bound mass fraction is ∝ log(v circ ), thus varies slowly with resolution. previous section.
The mass bound to substructure halos is a little more than 10% of the total cluster mass, with more fractional mass in halos at early rather than at late epochs. The value varies very slowly with resolution, but it can oscillate significantly since a large fraction of the mass belongs to the two or three most massive subhalos (v circ ∼ 400 − 500 km s −1 ). They contribute alone around ∼ 5%. If they are close to the cluster's center or if they possess their own substructure, the masses measured by SKID are quite sensitive to the linking length used and can differ significantly from estimates obtained adopting the spherical overdensity method (see G98), sometimes by a factor of 2. For instance, using the spherical overdensity method for LORES we find a global fraction of mass in subhalos of ∼ 13% (G98), while using SKID's masses this value reduces to ∼ 11. If we exclude the largest substructure halos, different mass estimates yield halo mass fractions differing only by about 1%. Figure 9 plots the fraction of cluster mass that is in subhalos with circular velocity above a given value v circ , but below 400 km s −1 The difference between the two runs never exceeds 1%. Also, going from z = 0.5 to z = 0, the mass fraction decreases by only ∼ 1% (note that the mass fraction is computed relative to the virial mass, M 200 , at the respective epoch, namely 1.7 and 2.15 × 10 14 h −1 M ⊙ ). Where the halo samples are close to completeness, the results are well represented by the function M halos (v circ >v circ )/M 200 ≃ −0.09 log 10 [v circ /( km s −1 )] + β, with β = 0.23-0.22. The mass fraction varies roughly linearly with clustercentric distance (G98, Figure 11 ).
The spatial distribution of substructure halos
In this section, we examine the bias existing between the spatial distribution of particles (i.e., the mass) and that of the subhalos. In G98 we found that the halos are anti-biased; also find anti-bias. To study this problem it is particularly important to pay attention to the limitations imposed by the finite resolution, since overmerging -preferentially erasing subhalos in the central regions of the cluster -always introduces anti-bias in the subhalo distribution (or enhances it). Within the cluster, at z = 0.5, the halos have a number density profile similar to that of the mass; however the latter profile declines more steeply than the former approaching the virial radius and beyond. This means that the population of halos (for a circular velocity limited sample) in the volume encompassing the cluster is globally antibiased -with proportionally fewer halos where the particles are more clustered. At z = 0, the mass is clearly more concentrated than the halos. At a distance of 10% of the virial radius, there is a factor of 2 of difference between the two profiles (and is even larger if we require that the two profiles overlap beyond R 200 ). At both redshifts, there are no significant differences between the curves for HIRES and LORES. Therefore the halo number density profiles measured from this simulation should not be significantly affected by residual overmerging (but see also § 6). Figure 11 compares directly the halo number density profiles at z = 0.5 and z = 0 in the physical (proper) volume centered on the cluster (for both samples, we set v LIM circ ≡ 80 km s −1 ). The halos are clearly more concentrated in the volume of the newly formed cluster. Infalling material subsequently enhances the halo number density in the outer region, R ∼ > 600 h −1 kpc (the virial radius of the cluster at z = 0.5), while tidal disruption in the inner region reduces the number density of halos with circular velocities above the limit. Allowing for a ∼ 20% decrease of a halo's v circ recovers most of the central steepness of the z = 0.5 profile; this is shown by the dotted line, which is obtained adopting a variable v Apart from tidal mass loss, mergers between halos during the cluster assembly are probably a major cause of the anti-bias between halos and particles. At z = 0.5, the uniform anti-bias of the cluster subhalos (with respect to the 'field') may reflect the fact that the cluster has only recently being assembled through the merging of groupsized halos of similar masses, so that mergers and tides have affected its subhalo population more uniformly. Note that the galaxies that would reside in the subhalos could have a different bias, if their circular velocities are not directly affected by the central mass loss of their dark halos. As a final word of caution, we point out that the issue of bias would be better addressed with a statistical sample of clusters and a more representative sample of field halos. This approach requires a trade-off between statistics and resolution but considerable progress has recently been made  see also Kauffmann et al 1999a ,b, Diaferio et al 1999 , Benson et al 1999 .
Velocities of halos and dark particles
The issue of velocity bias -the difference between galaxy and dark matter (DM) velocitieswas first addressed by Carlberg & Couchmann (1989) as a means of reconciling low measures of Ω from the observed velocities of galaxies in clusters. There are two types of velocity bias considered in the literature, the one-point velocity bias (b v = σ V,halos /σ V,DM ) which compares the velocity dispersions of galaxies and dark matter particles (e.g. Carlberg & Dubinski 1991 , Carlberg 1994 ) and the two-point or pairwise velocity bias (b v,12 ) which compares the relative velocity dispersions in pairs of objects (e.g. Couchmann & Carlberg 1992 ). Here we consider the first type. A recent paper, focussed on the different forms of velocity bias for numerical simulations of the ΛCDM cosmology, has been presented by CKK hereafter) . The situation is still rather confusing. CKK find that the dark matter halos within clusters are positively biased, with b v ∼ 1.2-1.3 (similar results were also found by Diaferio et al 1998 and Okamoto & Habe 1999) , while KGKK find b v ∼ < 1 for a similar set of data (see their Figure 15 ). In G98, we did not detect velocity bias. The difference may be partly due to the fact that G98 and KGKK measure b v using the whole sample of cluster subhalos, while CKK consider its radial profile. We re-examine the issue here in more detail. Note that the comparison between the spatial distribution of the halos and that of the mass considered in the previous section, does not provide sufficient information, since the scaled profiles of differently biased tracers may not differ much (Carlberg 1994) .
We compare the 3D velocity dispersion (σ V,3D ) profiles of halos and dark matter for run HIRES in Figure 12 (the averages are taken in spherical shells of width 250 h −1 kpc; at the center, σ V,3D for the DM drops sharply from ∼ 1300 km s −1 at R ∼ 50 h −1 kpc to 1000 km s −1 at R ∼ 10 h −1 kpc, if radial bins of width 10 h −1 kpc are used, as it is shown by the light solid curve in the lower panel of the figure). We consider the cluster at z = 0 (lower panel) and also the output at z = 0.1, separated in time from the final epoch by less than one typical subhalo orbital period; we also subdivide the halos in three subsamples according to the values of their circular velocities (as listed in the figure) . In this way, we should be able to single out significant differences between the (3D) velocities of halos and dark matter from statistical flukes, partly overcoming the drawback of dealing with only one cluster. The samples with v circ > 150 km s −1 have the worst statistics, especially for R > R 200 where they provide ∼ 5 halos per bin.
With quite large oscillations, the σ V,3D of the halos is consistent with that of the dark matter for R ∼ > 300 h −1 kpc. Within the cluster, the data show a significant (positive) bias in the innermost bin, with b v = 1.2-1.3. The maximum amplitude of bias in our data is similar to that reported by CKK but the signal is globally weaker (CKK have b v ≃ 1.2 at R/R 200 ≃ 0.7, that is ∼ > 600 h −1 kpc for the cluster studied here). We also show the veloc-ity dispersion profiles of halos and particles for run LORES, in Figure 13 . The trend of increasing b v with decreasing R is more apparent in this case. Here, the sample with the lowest circular velocities is largely incomplete due to limited resolution; interestingly, it exhibits a more marked bias than the other samples. It is also interesting to note that there are no obvious biases in the distribution of the orbital parameters of the halos and the particles (we have computed the orbits approximating the cluster potential to a static spherical potential obtained from its density profile, as in G98, § 4.6).
When we average over the virial volume of the cluster, the velocity bias of the halos in the central region has a small impact; in the three cases considered previously, the global bias within R 200 is always less than 1.1 (although it remains positive). Also considering only massive halos (v circ > 200 km s −1 ) does not yield any significant bias. In this case, anti-bias would be expected if dynamical friction were efficient in slowing down such halos, but the friction time for subhalos within a cluster is almost always larger than the Hubble time (see Colpi, Mayer & Governato 1999 for a recent analysis). Even restricting the samples to half the virial radius does not make much significant difference (in one case, for HIRES at z = 0.1, there is anti-bias, but the other two yield positive or no bias, unless the "cD" is included).
In conclusion, we find evidence of positive velocity bias in the central region of the cluster but the signal is much weaker than CKK's detection. It seems that limited resolution enhances the signal; overmerging accentuates the impact of physical processes like mergers and total halo disruption that could lead to positive velocity bias. A set of high-resolution simulations would be welcome to address these issues with better statistics.
Survival of substructure halos
As seen in § 5, over the lifetime of the cluster the abundance of substructure does not appear to change significantly; however substructure is erased also at earlier redshifts. To examine this issue, we have identified the dark matter halos that are progenitors of the cluster at z = 1 and z = 3 (using the public friends-of-friends code available from http://www-hpcc.astro.washington.edu/tools, 
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82% 0% Table 1 : Results from tracing the cluster's progenitor halos at z = 1 to the substructure halos at the final time (descendents), for three ranges of mass of the progenitors (corresponding to more than 10, 000, between 10, 000 and 1, 000, and between 1, 000 and 100 particles). The first and second columns report the minimum circular velocity of the progenitors in each mass range and their number; the third and fourth columns give, respectively, the percentage of progenitors in each range with a descendent at z = 0 other than the "cD" object, and the percentage of progenitors that merge with the "cD". (These values are obtained requiring for the descendents a minimum number of traced particles N p,min equal to 1% of the particles in the progenitor and not less than 4; there is no difference if we set N p,min to be at least 16). run with a linking length of 0.2 times the mean interparticle separation). We define as progenitors those halos that contribute particles to the virial volume of the cluster at the final epoch. We have then "traced" them to the substructure halos identified at z = 0, by comparing the indexes of their particles. For the z = 0 subhalos we use only the 'core' particles, i.e. those that are separated from the halo centers by a distance less than the value of r peak -this (conservative) approach avoids ambiguities when there is a hierarchy of substructure. For the central object, we adopt a radius r cD = 25 h −1 kpc, a value that should single out the progenitor halos that merge to form the "cD" core against those that only supply particles to its halo through tidal stripping.
We accept descendents only if they have a number of traced particles larger than 1% of the particles of the progenitors and not less than a minimum number, N p,min , which we varied between 4 and 16 (the number of particles traced can be small for small halos since we only consider their 'core' particles). In our approach, a progenitor with no descendent subhalos at z = 0 should have been completely disrupted with its particles lost in the diffuse particle background of the cluster or, possibly, in the outer parts of large subhalos (visual inspection of 10 cases confirms this). Such halos may survive if the numerical resolution were increased further, so that the fraction of progenitors with no descendents is an estimate of the importance of residual numerical effects. Cases in which two or more progenitors have a common descendent, i.e. the progenitors' particles contribute to the descendent's core, point to true mergers. Table 1 reports the results of the tracing for the z = 1 progenitors in three mass ranges. Table 2 is the analog for z = 3. In the first column, we show the minimum value of the circular velocity for the progenitors in each mass range. All the z = 1 progenitors with v circ > 100 km s −1 have a descendent at z = 0; the tracing is still essentially complete at v circ ∼ > 70 km s −1 (p traced = 98%) and deteriorates only for v circ approaching 50 km s −1 (p traced ≃ 80%). The central object accretes only another halo (of v circ ∼ 300 km s −1 ). These results are stable against varying N min . The loss of halos from z ∼ 1 to the present appears negligible for v circ > 100 km s −1 . The most prominent feature of the tracing of the z = 3 progenitors is the large fraction of massive halos that merge in the central object: about 25 progenitors with v circ > 150, a dozen for v circ > 300 km s −1 . There is virtually no contribution to the central object's (core) mass from progenitors with v circ < 150. Essentially all the progenitors with v circ > 150 km s −1 have a partner at z = 0; the tracing starts deteriorating at v circ ∼ < 100 km s −1 where the percentage of "childless" progenitors is 18%, quite independently of N min in the range 4-16. Successful tracing with the "cD" might still hide overmerging. It seems safe to consider the mergers of the massive halos as real, since they occur before the cluster formation and involve objects of comparable masses (for which the dynamical friction time is small). Also the distribution of their particles in the z = 0 cluster is well concentrated within the cD. We have examined the distribution at the final epoch of the particles in the cores of the z = 3 progenitors with v circ > 200 km s −1 that merge with the cD (we use r core = 20 kpc comoving); about 80% of such particles end up within 50 h −1 kpc from the cluster's center at z = 0. Very likely further increases of resolution, and the inclusion of baryons with cooling, will reveal substructure within a cD's radius; e.g. the substructure already present within the progenitors at z = 3 could survive and be found within the cD. However, these subhalos would lose a very large fraction of their masses and should have small circular velocities.
In conclusion, overmerging effects in this simulation appear negligible for large and intermediate halos; loss of substructure may still affect halos starting from v circ ∼ 100 km s −1 at the ∼20% level. This does not seem to be important for most of the statistical properties of the substructure considered in the previous section, in view of the strict similarities of the results for LORES and HIRES (except possibly for the velocity bias).
Summary and Conclusions
We use "N-body" simulations to follow the collisionless evolution of the dark matter component of a rich galaxy cluster. Increasing the force and mass resolution (Figure 1 ) by an order of magnitude has a dramatic effect on the abundance of substructure and allows us to assess the biases introduced by low resolution studies. We find the 15 following main results:
• We compare the density profile of the cluster halo simulated with 2 × 10 4 , 6 × 10 5 and 5 × 10 6 particles within the virial radius. At our highest resolution the force softening is 0.5 h −1 kpc (0.05% of the virial radius) and the profile is well fit by ρ(r) ∝ [(r/r s ) 1.5 (1 + (r/r s ) 1.5 )] −1 . This agrees with the results of Moore et al (1999b) for lower resolution simulations, and suggests that we may have converged on the asymptotic central slope. The best fit NFW profile to the data has residuals of order 30%.
• For the first time we can confidently resolve the cluster density profile beyond ≈ 0.2%R vir = 2 h −1 kpc. Between 2 h −1 kpc and 40 h −1 kpc the density profile has a central cusp with a slope ρ(r) ∝ r −1.5 ± 0.05. This disagrees with the central mass profile of CL0024+1654 recovered from a strong lensing analysis which indicate a constant density core over the same radial range (Tyson et al 1998) .
• The density profiles of substructure halos
has not yet "converged". Lower resolution studies found that halos within clusters had steeper density profiles than field halos -this may be due to particle-halo heating of substructure halos.
• The distribution function of substructure circular velocities (VDF) is essentially invariant over the lifetime of the cluster (∼ 5 billion years). and is close to a power-law dn(v circ )/dv circ ∝ v −4 , with little dependance on environment ( § 5.1). Clusters simulated with ∼ 10 6 particles can reliably measure this function for halos with circular velocity above 100 km s −1 .
• The distribution of halo masses (MDF) shows the same "invariance properties" as the VDF -virtually no evolution and little dependence on environment-and is close to a power-law dn/dM ∝ M −1.9 ; tidally driven mass loss changes the MDF self-similarly ( § 5.2). As stated above, clusters simulated with ∼ 10 6 particles can reliably measure this function for halos with circular velocity above 100 km s −1 .
• The substructure halos of circular velocity limited samples are spatially anti-biased with respect to the underlying mass distribution. At an early epoch (z = 0.5), the antibias is uniform within the cluster (halo and particles have number density profiles of similar shape); at the final time, the anti-bias of the halos increases approaching the cluster's center. Halo-halo collisions and tidal mass loss (which decrease a halo's v circ , on average by ∼ 20% over 5 billion years) are the likely source of the anti-bias ( § 5.3).
• The 3D velocity dispersions of halos and dark matter particles are generally consistent within and around the cluster, except in the central region (R < 0.3R 200 = 300 h −1 kpc) where the halos are "hotter" than the particles with a (positive) velocity bias b v ≡ σ v,halos /σ v,DM = 1.2-1.3). The sign and maximum amplitude of the bias is similar to that reported by , but the radial range over which b v > 1 is much more limited (their detection extends to R ∼ 0.8R 200 ). The magnitude of the bias appears to be enhanced by limited resolution since "overmerging" erases preferentially the central cluster halos. When we average over R 200 , the velocity dispersions of halos and particles do not differ by more than 10%.
• Following the cluster progenitors from high redshift to the present shows that, at the current resolution, overmerging should be globally unimportant for subhalos with v circ ∼ > 100 km s −1 , although a fraction of high-redshift halos may be lost for v circ close to 100 km s −1 . All the cluster progenitors with v circ ∼ > 70 km s −1 at z = 1 have a descendant among the subhalos at z = 0; about 20% of the progenitors at z = 3 with v circ ∼ 100 km s −1 may be artificially disrupted. The "cD" object at the cluster's center is assembled at high redshift (z ∼ 3-1) through the merging/accretion of a dozen halos with v circ ∼ < 300 km s −1 ; it also accretes one large halo within the cluster (at z < 0.5).
It is now clear that the hierarchical model for structure formation can naturally form massive dark matter halos that contain a wealth of substructure resembling observed galaxy clusters; high resolution numericalsimulations allow us to obtain robust statistical measures of the properties of the substructure and make detailed predictions. Since substructure halos are expected to host galaxies in a cluster and galaxy satellites in a galaxy, the comparison with the observed distribution of those objects can produce important tests for the cosmological models. For example, whereas the MDF obtained from cluster simulations in the CDM universe easily reproduces that derived from the observed luminosity function of cluster galaxies (Moore et al 1999a) , the predicted abundance of substructure of galactic halos is not matched by the observed population of satellites of the Milky Way and Andromeda , Moore et al 1999a . This discrepancy, together with the difficulties in reconciling the cuspy density profiles of simulated halos with the rotation curves of dark matter dominated galaxies (Flores & Primack 1994 , Moore 1994 , Moore et al 1999b represent major challenges for the CDM cosmology.
